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 (And how to control them without reaching for the chemicalsFLEAS ) 

START BY 

Running your hand up your dog’s back, pushing against the hair to show the skin – 

if you find little black bugs running for cover as they are exposed to the light you 

almost certainly have fleas.  This isn’t always the easiest way to check as it relies 

on your dog having a coat that isn’t too thick or too long and a skin colour that 

makes it easy to spot the escaping fleas.  The best way to check is by using a flea 

comb.   

FLEA COMBS 

The best flea combs are the plastic ones – for years we used a wooden flea comb 

because we thought it was an eco-friendly option – better than inflicting more plastic 

on the world.  The downside was the wooden design made it difficult to 

trap and destroy fleas and let’s face it, destroying them is the aim of this 

game.   

After a few years of trial and error I believe plastic is the safest option, 

and the best designed combs have a square edge at the base of the teeth 

– this makes it easy to rub your nail up against the edge and crush the 

fleas.  Fleas have a hard exterior that breaks when crushed.  You can 

crush them between your thumb nails, which is strangely therapeutic… 
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Remember though that they are resilient creatures and can escape very 

easily.  If you are going to dice with danger and crush them between your 

nails always hold your hands above your dog or cat.  It’s easier to find an 

escaped flea on your pet than it is to search for them scurrying off across 

the floor or carpet. 

 (And how to control them without reaching for the chemicalsFLEAS ) 

CHECK FOR EVIDENCE 

Flea bites are strong evidence of a flea infestation.  Look for red lumps up in your 

pet’s ‘armpits’ and around the groin area – these areas are generally hairless and 

show flea bites up more easily.   Comb the areas where fleas tend to congregate, such 

as above the tail – if you find a flea– there’s your evidence.   

FLEA DIRT 

It sounds disgusting but flea dirt is a friendlier way of saying flea excrement or poo. 

Where there’s smoke, there’s fire – and where there’s poo, there’s fleas.   If you can 

find flea dirt then you’ve got fleas – and the best way to find out if those dark dirt 

like specks on your dog are from fleas is a really simple & low tech test.   
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Wet a paper towel and comb your dog to get some of those specks onto the wet paper 

towel.  If the dirt goes a reddish brown colour you have flea dirt.  The red colour is 

blood from your dog – the flea has snacked on your dog and excreted the blood. 
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have taken up residence in your home.  And there will be many more at  
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THE EGG 

Adult fleas start laying eggs 24-36 hours after their first blood meal.  They 

lay between 40 and 60 eggs a day, which is about their body weight in eggs. 

Eggs will make up the largest population of fleas in your home.  They look 

like miniature grains of rice and you’ll often find them in clusters on your 

dog or the couch if your dog or cat lays there.  They make up about 50% 

of the population of fleas (all flea stages) in your home. 

Flea eggs get everywhere because they aren’t sticky so they fall off your 

dog as it wanders around your home.  Wherever your dog has been is where 

you’ll find flea eggs: carpets, floors, furniture, bed (if that’s where it 

sleeps), in the backyard and in your car.  They also get catapulted into hard to get at 

places when your dog shakes or scratches. 

Flea eggs develop at varying speeds depending on temperature and humidity.  In 

warmer humid conditions they can hatch into larvae in just a matter of days.  In 

colder temperatures they can take a couple of weeks to hatch. 

The most effective way to eradicate flea eggs is to put everything you can into the 

washing machine including all blankets and bedding.  Remember to be careful when 

you pick up anything you are washing – fold it up or gather by the corners rather 

than just lifting by the edge as all the eggs will fall off on the way to the laundry.  
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Then vacuum all floors, carpets and furniture on full suck setting, as often as you 

can to make sure you’ve got every last flea egg.  They are easy to kill at this stage – 

they drown in water, squash when crushed and die as they are sucked through the 

vacuum cleaner.  
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THE LARVAE 

Larvae hatch from eggs and make up about 30% of the population of fleas (all 

flea stages) in your home.  They look like little maggots, white translucent 

legless creatures about 4mm long.  They are negative phototaxic, which is a 

fancy term for saying they move away from light. Which means they hang out 

in hard to find dark places in your home, like cracks in floorboards, nestle deep 

into carpets, hide in dog bedding and in folds in the furniture. 

They feed on flea dirt (digested dried blood) and organic debris such as old skin, 

hair, dead insects and food particles.  They live for between 1 to 3 weeks before 

they spin a cocoon and enter the pupae stage. 

They can’t survive dehydration or severe heat fluctuations.   

The best way to get rid of larvae is to vacuum all floors, carpets and furniture – as 

often as you can to make sure you’ve got every last one. Like eggs they are relatively 

easy to kill – they drown in water, squash when crushed and die as they are sucked 

through the vacuum cleaner. 
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THE pupae 

Nestled in a protective cocoon, flea pupae can survive for a year, ready and 

waiting to emerge when hatching is triggered by signs of a potential host to 

snack on.  Signs include vibrations, rising levels of carbon dioxide, and body 

heat.  This could be triggered by your pet walking by, or people moving in the 

house, alerting the flea to emerge from its cocoon to feed. This is why people 

returning from a long summer holiday or moving into a house which has been 

unoccupied for a long period will be confronted by little fleas jumping onto 

their legs.  These pupae have been protecting the developing flea for months, 

laying dormant waiting for the right environmental conditions and their ideal 

host to arrive. 

Larvae spin their cocoon with a collection of available materials and special larvae 

silk.  The silk material is produced by saliva and helps bind debris they’ve collected.   

No matter how clean your home is they will find hair and skin, lint, fabric fragments, 

carpet, upholstery and general dust accumulated in your home.   By using these 

resources the larvae is able to create a water-tight cocoon that is perfectly 

camouflaged with its surroundings.   

From inside the cocoon the legless, eyeless worm changes into an highly developed 

athletic insect that moves swiftly, jumps high, feeds ravenously, lays eggs and is 

able to detect warm blooded animals, for the rest of its life. 
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Pupae are more difficult to eliminate then the other 2 stages because they 

have a protective cocoon which is sticky.  They can hide from the vacuum 

deep down in the carpet where they are very difficult to budge. The cocoons 

also help protect them from the flea products/chemicals designed to kill 

them. 

Pupae account for about 10% of the flea population in your home.  This 

cocoon stage is the last developmental stage before the adult flea emerges. 

One of the best ways to kill them is to have your carpets steam cleaned. 

Pupae can’t survive this hot cleaning process.  Other than that, your next 

best option is a good quality vacuum cleaner with powerful suction. 

THE adult flea 

Adult fleas eat about 15 times their body their body weight in blood daily and lay 

anywhere from 30 to 60 eggs per day.    When they emerge from the pupae stage 

they need to eat straight away – so they can start the cycle all over again.   

They hop onto your dog for a meal and 24 hours later they begin laying eggs on your 

dog.  An adult flea can live up to 3 months satisfying their blood lust.    

New adult fleas are small and darker in colour with a flatter body.  After they have 

fed off your dog they grow larger and their colour lightens into the shape and colour 
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we recognise as a flea.  Adult fleas make up about 5% of the flea population in your 

home.   

The adult flea is difficult to eliminate (but not impossible); they are fast, hungry and 

able to live on or off your dog.   

The best way to get rid of adult fleas is to vacuum all floors, carpets and furniture – 

as often as you can to make sure you’ve got every last one, and to eliminate them 

from your pets. 

THE key to success... 

Capitalising on the vulnerabilities of fleas.    
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The egg and larvae stages account for 80% of the flea population at any given point 

and are the easiest to kill.   

Understanding this is the start of the eradication of this unwanted intruder. 
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There are numerous ways to deal with fleas on your pets but once you start  

 

 

Understand the potential risk you might be taking with one of the most  

important members of your family when you reach for a product – you  

 

Pharmaceutical solutions are drug-based treatments for flea control, they  

are expensive and all come with precautionary statements on the labels.   

They fall into two basic groups: oral treatments and topical treatments.   
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ORAL TREATMENTS 

Oral treatments are marketed by their manufacturers as very convenient – a single pill 

or treat is all it takes to eliminate fleas from your dog for 1 to 3 months depending on 

the brand.   

This convenience comes at a potential cost and social media has provided a sounding 

board for many dog owners to share stories that reveal some of the deadly side effects 

of the oral treatments.  The EMA (European Medicines Association) have tracked 

some of these complaints finding hundreds of deaths and thousands of adverse 

reactions from around the world. 

Facebook is peppered with photos of loved family pets that have died in a pool of 

blood after being given these products described by the companies as treats or tasty 

chews.  At the time of writing one of these Facebook pages had 41,000 followers and 

the pharmaceutical company responsible for the oral treats had warned the page 

administrators about how posts could be worded.  Heart-breaking posts like “xyz 

killed my dog” could lead to the administrators of the page being sued.   It has become 

so serious for the administrators they now delete posts and block the people who 

posted it from their page.  People are only allowed to comment in a way that shows 

sympathy for the loss of a loved family member.  It has become an administrative 

nightmare for the page owners as they describe managing comments and posts as a 

full time job. 
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I recently spoke to a woman whose dog had a bad reaction to one of these oral 

treatments.  “Two hours after ingesting he started panting a lot, unsettled, scratching 

like crazy and bloody diarrhoea.  That was the sad start of his poor health.”  

His ongoing health problems require constant management – he now has a 

compromised immune system which causes him to get yeast infections, ear infections 

and mange. From a dog that could eat almost anything – he’s now allergic to a wide 

variety of foods and has liver problems.  Ollie was a very healthy 14 month old dog 

with none of these issues before the treatment. 

Apart from the potential health problems – the not so convenient side of oral 

treatments is that while they provide 1 to 3 months of flea control, they aren’t 

repellents.  In most cases fleas need to bite the host for the drug to work, sometimes 

taking up to 8 hours for the flea to be killed.  This gives any flea ample opportunity 

for a ride into your home and to begin laying eggs. 

topical TREATMENTS 

Pretty much every single major flea product on the market comes with a history and 

some potential risk.  In 2009 the US Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) issued 

an advisory about topical treatments.  This advisory was prompted after a spike in 

reported incidents in the USA in 2008 – 44,000 adverse reactions and 600 deaths 

reported that year.   Concerned about the doubling in reports from the previous year, 

https://washbar.com/wp-content/uploads/2017/11/Review-of-2008-incident-reports-for-Pet-Spot-on-Pesticides_EPA.pdf
https://washbar.com/wp-content/uploads/2017/11/Review-of-2008-incident-reports-for-Pet-Spot-on-Pesticides_EPA.pdf
https://washbar.com/wp-content/uploads/2017/11/Review-of-2008-incident-reports-for-Pet-Spot-on-Pesticides_EPA.pdf
https://washbar.com/wp-content/uploads/2017/11/Review-of-2008-incident-reports-for-Pet-Spot-on-Pesticides_EPA.pdf
https://washbar.com/wp-content/uploads/2017/11/Review-of-2008-incident-reports-for-Pet-Spot-on-Pesticides_EPA.pdf
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the EPA spent a year studying the effects which were detailed along with 

recommendations in a report released in 2010.   

It showed that small dogs (4.5kg/10 lb to 9kg/20 lb) are the most vulnerable to a raft 

of adverse reactions.  Reactions to topical applications weren’t breed specific, but 

those most commonly reported were: Chihuahua, Shih Tzu, Miniature Poodle, 

Pomeranian, Dachshund, Maltese, Yorkshire Terrier and Bichon Frise. 

Topical products containing cyphenothrin and permethrin seemed to be the most 

challenging for the smaller breeds.  Although it is thought that inert ingredients in the 

formulation may have also contributed to toxicity. 

• The reactions were mostly gastro, skin or nervous system.   

• The gastrointestinal reactions included excessive salivation, diarrhoea and 

vomiting. 

• The skin reactions ranged from redness, itching, hair loss, to sores and ulcers.   

• The nervous system reactions included lethargy, nervousness, ataxia (body 

movement problems), tremors and seizure. 

Whilst death was the most serious side effect experienced – we still need to remember 

that many of these dogs now have ongoing health issues that require constant medical 
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treatment.  I often talk with owners who have used topical treatments and have had a 

range of severe reactions, burns, frothing at the mouth and fits. 

Cats unfortunately had some big reactions – this is most likely the result of being 

incorrectly treated with products intended for dogs.  Some reactions were from 

exposure to a dog that had recently been treated.  The EPA study showed cats treated 

or exposed to these topical products had high rates of serious reactions and fatalities.  

People often think they can just put a drop of their dog treatment on their cat and it 

will be ok.  It isn’t.  NEVER treat your cat with a dog flea treatment.  And make sure 

your cat does not come into contact with your dog immediately after you have treated 

it. 

It only seems logical that if cats have had severe reactions after coming into contact 

with these treatments it is not a good idea for your dog to come into contact with any 

family members, especially children.  Putting these treatments on our dogs does pose 

a potential risk as you are also potentially exposing your family to the chemicals in 

these products as well. 

And just when you’re feeling completely depressed and paranoid about fleas, consider 

that evidence is showing that fleas are adapting and becoming resistant to the actives 

in topical flea control products. 
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FIRST UP...  DIET 

Just like us, our pets need the most nutritious food you can give them.   The healthier 

your pet is the less appealing they are to fleas.   Or probably better put, the more 

sickly your pet is, the more fleas will love them.  I have proved this time and time 

again with our two cats.   Up until recently we had two cats Finn and Horse.   Sadly 

Finn is no longer with us – he was an older cat with failing kidneys and his health 

wasn’t firstrate.   During high flea season I hardly ever found a flea on Horse but 

during the same combing session, I would comb 10 out of Finn.  They ate the same 

food and spent almost every moment together – the fleas were more attracted to 

Finn because he wasn’t in excellent health.  I recommend a raw diet but I also do 

that with caution as I know many people struggle with getting a good selection of 

meat and bones, which is vital to the success of feeding raw.   I also recommend 

adding supplements to any raw or prepared food.   For pets to be at optimum health 

they need the added vitamins, minerals, omegas and enzymes for gut and skin 

health.   This is especially true if (like us) you have a rescue pet – they’ve generally 

had a tough start in life and are likely to have missed out on good quality nutritious 

food at the beginning of their life.   
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GETTING THE FLEAS OFF YOUR PET 

The easiest place to start is your dog.  Again, understand that fleas don’t live on your 

dog – they are there primarily to feed.  This means de-fleaing your dog is not a one 

time thing, it’s an ongoing process – and the best way to start is with a bath. 

BATH TIME 

A soapy bath with a good quality shampoo or soap will kill fleas.  Make sure you 

start soaping at your dog’s neck – that stops the fleas jumping to the head for 

freedom. Instead work them down towards the feet where they drown in the bath.   

If you aren’t able to wash your dog in a bath, still start at the neck line and make 

sure to hose off the area after the wash in an effort to get rid of any fleas that may 

have landed on the ground.   

Use a good quality shampoo or soap that contains safe natural ingredients known to 

kill and repel fleas.  This helps eliminate the fleas on your dog during the wash and 

helps to keep them off for the next few days.  I’m a huge fan of Neem oil & essential 

oils.  Neem is amazing – it comes from India where it is known as the “pharmacy 

tree” because it is so versatile.   A huge amount of research has been done on Neem. 

It has many complex active bio-actives which help with a vast array of ailments.  It 

has been used for thousands of years as a natural insecticide – to neutralise and repel 

pests including fleas, lice, ticks and mites.  It works by rendering pests useless, they 
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stop functioning, eating, breeding, laying eggs, flying or even moving about.  It does 

all of this whilst still being environmentally safe.   Neem oil is pressed from the 

seeds of the Neem tree and has been used for over 2,000 years in Ayurvedic 

(Traditional Indian) Medicine.    

There are also many essential oils that are safe to use on dogs – but it’s important 

that they are never used undiluted on your dog.  Some of my favourites that have 

insect repelling properties are: Lemongrass, Cedarwood, Rosemary and 

Peppermint.   

Essential oils are the concentrated vital essence of aromatic plants.   It’s important 

to only use the very best quality which is generally extracted using the steam 

distillation method.  I only ever use the highest quality human grade pure essential 

oils from trusted suppliers – some essential oils on the market have been adulterated 

with cheap oils and are sold as pure.   

If your cat is fine with washing it’s also a great way to get fleas off them.  Neither 

of our cats were washed as kittens and we were surprised how relaxed they were 

with being bathed.  If you are gentle and get someone to hold their front paws, it 

helps to stop them panicking and clawing you.   
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COMBING 

If your cat or dog is short-haired, regular combing with a fine flea comb is a great 

way to catch fleas – it also helps monitor how successful your flea control program 

is. Crushing fleas between your thumb nails or up against the comb is quite 

therapeutic. 

If you are dealing with the juvenile fleas – the tiny ones that break for freedom easily 

– I recommend dropping them into water.  I have a container that I fill with very 

warm water (warm enough that you won’t burn yourself or your cat) and I submerge 

the comb into that washing off the accumulated hair and drowning the fleas!  Pop a 

cloth down – I use an old white pillow case – using a cloth of some kind is great 

because you can pick it up at the end knowing you have captured all the flea dirt 

and any eggs on the fabric.  If I can’t wash it straight away I put it in a bucket of 

water to ensure nothing escapes. 

Our cat Horse loves being combed – I tap the comb on the floor and he’ll run to me 

– he loves the attention.  I understand from other people that the love of combing is 

not shared by everyone in the feline community – so you need to work with your 

cat or dog.  Dogs can be more easily conned with treats… 

Our dog Monday has a coarse medium coat which is a challenge to comb – so we 

hardly ever comb her. 
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VACUUMING 

Is a great way to remove fleas and their eggs from carpets, floors, on (or under) 

furniture and anywhere else your pets go in your home.   

Vacuuming is the least toxic and most effective method of keeping on top of fleas 

in your house and if you can convince your pets to enjoy it, that’s a real bonus.  Not 

all pets have an aversion to vacuum cleaners, we’ve heard of dogs that get positively 

huffy if the vacuum is brought out and they aren’t part of the event. 

Years ago we had a cat called Benson who used to love being vacuumed.  We had 

someone clean our house once a week and she would have to lock him out so she 

could vacuum the house unmolested.   Sadly none of our cats since will stay in the 

room if they hear the vacuum being brought out of the cupboard.  It really is unfair 

– we have never done anything to frighten them with the vacuum, it’s just a 

pathological dislike of vacuuming.    

Whilst I love to live in a super clean house, where fleas can’t hide, I’m never going 

to be devoted enough to vacuum every day.  For that reason we invested in a robot 

vacuum cleaner – ours is a Roomba.  To completely ensure your house is free from 

fleas you need to be vigilant with vacuuming and having a little robot run around 

every day or every second day helps ensure flea eggs don’t have a chance to hatch 

and start making their way through all the stages to an adult flea. 
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STEAM CLEANING 

Hot steam cleaning kills all stages of the flea and because the difficult to kill pupae 

love to hide in carpet it’s a great idea to steam clean them.  You can purchase, hire 

or get in the professionals.   If you decide to get a company into steam clean your 

carpets try to find one that uses natural cleaning fluids.  Most carpet cleaning 

products contain some pretty harsh and toxic ingredients and because your pets walk 

barefoot and lay on the carpet they can be affected by carpet cleaning products. 

SPRAY CARPETS & BEDDING 

Spray any carpeted areas, couches, bedding and any other areas your dog or cat lays 

with natural spritzers that contain essential oils which repel fleas.  Not only will 

your house smell lovely and fresh but the fleas will be more reluctant to take up 

residence.   

DIATOMACEOUS EARTH 

Diatomaceous Earth (DE) is fossilised freshwater algae or diatoms (which is where 

the diatomaceous bit comes from), which build up their shells by absorbing 

minerals.  When the diatoms die they collect at the bottom of the river in 

sedimentary deposits.  These deposits are mined, milled and dried – creating the 

powder we know as Diatomaceous Earth. 
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DE works in a mechanical way, not a chemical process – the diatoms are like little 

spiny honeycombs, which work like cheese-grater cylinders.  They stick to the 

insect, rubbing and absorbing body fluids.  They can absorb up to 6 times their own 

weight so essentially they kill insects by dehydration. 

DE can be sprinkled around your home a few hours before you vacuum.  Sprinkled 

inside and under kennels and anywhere your pet lays outside: garden beds, lawn and 

anywhere the white powder won’t be unsightly (you don’t need to vacuum it up 

outside – just leave it, it’ll wash in the next time it rains.   Some people rub it directly 

on their pets coat – I did try it on our cats a couple of times but found the white dust 

didn’t look great.    

Whilst it is non-toxic, avoid breathing in DE as the very fine dust particles can cause 

respiratory issues.   

WASH BEDDING 

Fleas and flea eggs accumulate in your pet’s bedding – wash their bedding every 

time you wash your dog, and at least once a week.  Be careful not to spread the fleas 

when you are picking up the bedding – flea eggs aren’t sticky and will fall off the 

bedding and into your dog’s resting spot.  I’m really careful and fold the edges into 

the middle and fold it again so nothing can fall on or around the bed.  It’s also a 
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good idea to use a hot wash but check that a warm or hot wash cycle is suitable for 

your dog’s bedding fabric. 
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place for our pets to roam.   They also need a bit of preventative treatment  
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Kennels 

It’s ideal to vacuum your dog’s kennel at least 

once a week.  If that isn’t practical, wash their 

bedding and sprinkle the area with a natural 

repellent or DE.  In and under the kennel is an 

ideal spot for all stages of the flea.  If you are 

able to move the kennel and wash underneath 

it will help drown any eggs and larvae.   

LAWNS 

Sounds crazy, but keeping your lawn mown is 

a sound strategy.  Fleas like moist cool places 

to lay eggs.  Mowing your lawn short allows 

more sunlight in and dries out the soil.  I can 

hear the groaning already – yes a brown horrid 

lawn! The lawn can still be watered but just 

less frequently and give it a deep long 

watering.  It’s better for your lawn anyway.   
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Mix the concentrate with hot water and use it to rinse after cleaning or just  
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HOW TO MAKE ROSEMARY RINSE 

CONCENTRATE 

Put two tightly packed cups of fresh Rosemary 

Leaf in a pot of boiling water (2 litres approx) 

and boil for 20 to 30 minutes (it will make 

your kitchen smell fabulous).   
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Cool and strain the leaves off, this can be 

stored in a glass lidded jar in the fridge, for a 

couple of weeks.  Dilute the concentrate with 

around 8 litres of water.  
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